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Abstract Hospital readmissions of patients put a high

burden not only on the health care system, but also

on the patients since complications after discharge gen-

erally lead to additional burdens. Estimating the risk

of readmission after discharge from inpatient care has

been the subject of several publications in recent years.

In those publications the authors mostly tried to di-

rectly infer the readmission risk (within a certain time

frame) from the clinical data recorded in the medi-

cal routine such as primary diagnosis, co-morbidities,

length of stay, or questionnaires. Instead of using these

data directly as inputs for a prediction model, we are

exploiting latent embeddings for the nominal parts of

the data (e.g. diagnosis and procedure codes). These

latent embeddings have been used with great success

in the natural language processing domain and can be
constructed in a preprocessing step. We show in our ex-

periments, that a prediction model that exploits these

latent embeddings can lead to improved readmission

predictive models.
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1 Introduction

Unscheduled readmissions are a general well-known prob-

lem of hospitals, health care providers and patients. In

the US, nearly one fifth of discharged Medicare bene-

ficiaries had to be readmitted within 30 days and the

re-hospitalization was estimated to have produced $17.4

billion in costs in 2004 [12]. In the UK, the costs caused

by unscheduled readmissions were recently estimated

to £1.6 billion annually [18]. In France, approximately

14% of patients aged 75 years or older are readmitted

unexpectedly within 30 days after discharge [15]. [6,9,

19] discuss clinical readmissions in Germany, especially

in the context of adverse drug reactions, diabetis mel-

litus and chronic heart failure. Besides the tremendous

costs, unplanned readmissions also burden patients and

prolong their suffering.

It is a known fact that the percentage of the popula-

tion that is 65 or older is growing, and as a consequence,

the amount of incidences of chronic diseases and hos-

pital admissions is growing as well. To cut costs, the

average length of stay of inpatients has decreased, e.g.

in the Europe member states from 8.2 days in 2000 to

6.9 days in 2010. Even though the decrease of length

of stay is mostly caused by increased efficiency in the

hospitals, there are concerns that this trend might lead

to an increased risk that patients are discharged prema-

turely and have to be readmitted within a short period

of time [15]. To counteract this scenario, there are initia-

tives to use readmission rates of hospitals as a metric for

the quality of treatment, where hospitals that exceeds

certain readmission rates will be penalized. Since 2012,

the Hospital Readmission Reduction Program (HRRP)

forces hospitals to pay penalties for higher readmission

rates after medical and surgical discharges in the US.

In the UK, the Department of Health guidance for the
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National Health Service (NHS) proposed that in some

cases no reimbursements should be paid to hospitals for

emergency readmissions within 30 days [16]. For this

reason, there is a great need for valid risk-adjustment

methods that would allow hospital comparison and re-

imbursement calculations.

Even though it is unlikely that hospital readmissions

can be completely prevented, there is evidence that tar-

geted interventions before or after discharge can reduce

the risk of readmission [14,11]. In order to specifically

trigger transitional care intervention for high risk pa-

tients it would be highly desirable to have reliable tools

or indicators for estimating the readmission risk.

In this paper we propose an approach for predicting

hospital readmission that exploits latent embeddings

for nominal features from routinely collected medical

data (like primary diagnosis or procedure codes). Em-

ploying latent representations of features has been re-

cently shown to be quite successful in the domain of

Natural Language Processing (NLP), where words are

not solely represented by an existence indicator but as

word vectors [13,4,10,22]. In our experiments, we will

compare logistic regression models using raw data in a

binary format as inputs with models using latent em-

beddings as inputs. In addition, we will analyze differ-

ent Feed-Forward Neural Network architectures, also

with binary inputs and with embeddings.

The paper is structured as follows: We introduce and

describe our approach in the next section. In Section

3 we will describe our experimental setup and discuss

our results. Related work is covered in Section 4. We

conclude in Section 5.

2 Exploiting Latent Embeddings in Clinical

Data

Increasingly, routinely collected medical data is made

available by hospitals for research purposes. The pro-

vided information mostly contains structured data and

often reflects only partially the true conditions of the

patients. For example, due to the internal processes the

chronology and content of the recorded medical facts

like diagnoses might not be accurate. In addition, the

recorded data normally contains thousands of different

codes that have to be treated as individual features.

As suggested in this paper, a reparametrization of the

observed data in form of latent variables can help to

simplify the dependencies between the input features

and the target variables. The new representation in a

latent vector space can uncover similarities between fea-

tures and additionally leads to a reduction of the feature

space.

2.1 Notation

In the following, capital letters like W or Wi will rep-

resent matrices, whereas lowercase boldface letters, e.g.

w or wi, will denote column vectors. Scalars are repre-

sented as w or wi.

2.2 Data Representation

We organized the clinical data in a n×m sparse matrix

where each of the n rows contains the data of one pa-

tient stay (all data that was embraced by an admission

and discharge code). The columns hold m features such

as e.g. diagnosis and procedure codes, length of stay

and age (details on the nominal features are provided

in Table 1). Nominal data such as diagnosis (ICD10)

or laboratory (LOINC) codes were represented as bi-

nary existence/non-existence values (see Figure 1 on

the top). In our data, flags for laboratory (lab) measure-

ments were provided that indicated if a measurement

was normal, high or low. For this reason we represented

the LOINC lab codes for each flag (normal, high, low)

once (three times in total). In case of overlapping lab

measurements in one stay (e.g. measurements taken at

the admission day and before discharge) we considered

only the most recent ones.

2.3 Constructing Latent Embeddings for Clinical

Nominal Data

In our approach, we pursue a similar idea as in [13]

where the latent embeddings are computed through
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the data co-

occurrence matrix. Since the clinical data setup is differ-

ent to the textual data setup, we had to slightly adapt

this approach. We compute meaningful latent vector

representations for complex nominal data like diagno-

sis codes through PCA of the nominal data covariance

matrix, where the entries in the covariance matrix are

computed from normalized values (centered and scaled

to unit variance). Note that the covariance matrix can

be directly computed without centering and scaling the

original binary nominal data matrix first (which can be

very expensive in memory), making this approach still

applicable in the presence of a huge amount of patients

(n >> m). The covariance matrix XCov is directly com-

puted as

XCov =
XTX − z · (µX ⊗ µX)

(z − 1) · σX ⊗ σX
(1)

where X is a sparse binary matrix of shape n× z repre-

senting the complex nominal data from the data matrix
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the Logistic Regression approach proposed in this paper, where we exploit latent embeddings for complex
nominal data as inputs. For numerical data such as age or length of stay or nominal data of low complexity, such as sex, no
latent embeddings are exploited (top). For complex nominal data e.g. procedure or lab codes, the latent embeddings are looked
up from a table of latent vectors which has been constructed in a pre-processing step through PCA (Section2.3). After the
lookup, the latent vector representations that belong to the same category are combined through max-pooling before they are
plugged into the logistic regression model together with the other parameters (bottom).

constructed in Section 2.2. µX is a vector containing the

means of each column in X and σX the standard devia-

tions, respectively. ⊗ denotes the outer vector product.

Given the covariance matrix XCov of the nominal data,

the latent embeddings for the nominal data are simply

derived by Singular Value Decomposition

XCov = V Σ2V T , (2)

where V holds the latent vector representations of the

nominal features in its rows and will be used as lookup

table in our model (Figure 1). The number of singu-

lar vectors used (i.e, the rank) is a hyper-parameter. In

general, the required rank for a meaningful latent rep-

resentation is significantly smaller than the full rank of

the covariance matrix XCov.

2.4 Exploiting Latent Embeddings in the Model

Given a lookup table V for latent vector representations

for each nominal data feature (Section 2.3, e.g. the ma-

trix V ) in the data, we have to find a way to exploit

these latent vectors in a reasonable way in our model.

In contrast to the textual data setting, the clinical

data setting is substantially different. For many tasks

in the textual setting, like Named Entity Recognition,

it often suffices to assume that a label or role of a word

is solely dependent on the local context of the word. In

that case, a labeling function is learned based on the

data defined through a fixed words-window that em-

braces a constant amount of adjacent words in a sen-

tence. In Semantic Role Labeling on the other hand,

this assumption does not necessarily hold and a sentence-

wide approach is needed that often exploits convolu-

tional layers.

After convolution, the extracted local features are

combined through max-pooling and subsequent neural

network layers [4]. In the clinical data setting, the visits

could be seen as a counterpart to sentences and clinical

facts, like diagnosis or procedure codes as words, where

adjacency is defined through time. Unfortunately, due

to the data recording routines in a hospital, the cor-

rectly recorded chronological order of facts cannot be

assumed in general. Therefore, a sliding-window based

approach with a possible subsequent convolution would

not make any sense in this context since no reliable def-

inition of a neighborhood is available.

As a possible solution, we propose to skip the convo-

lutional approach, and combine the latent embeddings
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directly through max-pooling. In other words, we are

selecting only the most responsive latent features from

the latent embeddings. In addition we are exploiting

the structure of the nominal features, e.g. that we know

that clinical facts fall into different categories like e.g.

primary diagnoses, procedures or lab values (Figure 1).

In this way, one latent representation for each category

with respect to the complete visit of a patient is gen-

erated that is used as input for a subsequent logistic

regression model. Note that in difference to the textual

settings, we are not interested in labeling single facts

(words) in a visit (sentence) but rather in labeling the

whole visit.

Numerical features (e.g. age, denoted as xage) or

nominal features of low complexity (sex), for which no

latent embeddings are constructed, are used as model

inputs as well. The probability of readmission is then

given by the model as:

P (y = 1|z,W,b) = σ(Wz + b),with z =



vPD

...

vMT

xsex
xage
xlos

 (3)

where σ is the logistic function, and e.g. vPD denotes

the combined latent embeddings (max-pooling) for the

primary diagnoses in one visit. The full procedure is

illustrated in Figure 1.

2.5 Task-Dependent Fine-Tuning of Latent

Embeddings

In the model architecture shown in Figure 1, the lookup

table for latent embeddings is built through PCA in a

pre-processing step and stays fixed during model train-

ing. It might be beneficial to allow the latent embed-

dings to further adapt during model training with re-

spect to the learning task of the model. This can be

achieved, by integrating the whole approach into a neu-

ral network (NN), where we use the lookup table as ini-

tialization for the first hidden layer(s) in the network.

All features without a latent representation are then fed

directly into the second layer of such a net

P (y = 1|x, V,wT ,bV ,bW ) = σ(wTh + bw), (4)

with h =
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(a) NN architecture of equation 5 (NN2)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the two NN architectures
exploited for predicting clinical readmission.

where φ(x) = max{0, x} denotes the rectifier activation

function and e.g. xPD is a sub-vector of x that contains

the primary diagnoses, a patient was labeled with dur-

ing the visit. In accordance, VPD and bVPD
are neural

network weights and bias in the first layer for the pri-

mary diagnoses and wT and bw for the output node.

In addition, we exploit a second network architec-

ture, where we increased the complexity of the model by

adding an additional hidden layer. This additional layer

has the purpose to further extract features from the

combination of latent embeddings and the non-latent

features (age, sex, length of stay). By this we exploit a

very similar neural network structure as used by [1]

P (y = 1|x, V,G,wT ,bV ,bw,bG) =

σ(wTφ(Gh + bG) + bw), (5)

where G and bG are the weights and bias for the sec-

ond hidden layer. The NN architecture of Equation 5

is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, Equation 4 has

a similar architecture, but the second hidden layer is

omitted.

3 Experiments

In order to show the benefits of latent embeddings for

complex nominal data in the clinical domain, we con-

structed a simple experimental setup: We used a logistic

regression model and provided it with two different sets

of inputs. In the first case (referred to as binary model

in the following), the nominal part of the data2 is coded

as a binary existence/non-existence vector. In the sec-

ond case (referred to as latent model), the nominal data

1 Admission and discharge reason, therapy (also medica-
tion) and department codes
2 Primary diagnosis, secondary diagnosis, LOINC Lab,

therapies/medication, admission reason, discharge reason and
department codes
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Table 1 Statistics of the datasets used in the experiments. CD10000 contains the complete data provided by University
Hospital Erlangen. CD65 contains only stays from patients that had an age of at least 65 years at admission time. ”#Name”
represents the number of unique codes present in the dataset.

Dataset Patients Stays Facts #ICD10 #OPS #LOINC #Other 1

CD10000 10 000 26 128 5 903 573 3 240 2 288 805 490
CD65 4 022 13 693 2 525 424 2 759 2 004 494 257

is processed as illustrated in Figure 1. Thereby the ob-

served nominal features are replaced by latent vector

representations that are used as input for the logistic

regression. We assume that in this way we get a fair

comparison of the two approaches since they only differ

at the data input level.

For the neural network models (NN1, NN2), we ini-

tialized the first layer with the same latent embedding

matrix as used for the latent model. Therefore NN1 is

similar to the logistic regression model with latent em-

beddings as input, but the latent embeddings are fur-

ther adapted during the training of the model. For com-

parison, we added also two simple feed-forward neural

networks with one (FFNN1) and two (FFNN2) hidden

layers that take the same input as the binary logistic re-

gression model. All neural network models were trained

using adaptive gradient descent and dropout regular-

ization [21] on the hidden layer weights. We also tried

elastic net regularization but it lead to worse results.

3.1 Datasets and Evaluation Routine

In the experiments, we used routinely collected data

from patient records of the University Hospital Erlan-

gen. The dataset includes anonymized structured pa-

tient data (partially administrative claims, e.g. ICD10

and OPS codes but also laboratory measurements re-

sults) from a selection of 10000 patients in inpatient

care in the years from 2010 to 2012, where half of these

patients are cancer patients and the other half was se-

lected independently from the cause of their stay. In ad-

dition, all records regarding the time before 2010 were

included for these patients. The dataset was provided

in the context of the recently started German project

Klinische Datenintelligenz funded by the Federal Gov-

ernment Department of Economics (BMWi).

For our experiments we evaluated the models on

the complete dataset and a subset that only contains

patients of the age cohort of 65 years and older. Details

of these datasets can be found in Table 1.

For all datasets we followed the same evaluation

procedure. We randomly split the data into three sub-

sets, where 70% where used for model training, 10% for

hyper-parameter tuning and 20% as a holdout set for

the final validation of the model. In the case of the neu-

Table 2 AUC and Logarithmic Loss scores for predicting
readmission within one year after discharge.

Model
CD10000 CD65

AUC LogLoss AUC LogLoss
Binary 0.754 0.586 0.672 0.671
Latent 0.756 0.583 0.687 0.633
NN1 0.750 0.591 0.686 0.644
NN2 0.752 0.589 0.682 0.651

FFNN1 0.753 0.590 0.678 0.645
FFNN2 0.752 0.596 0.681 0.646

Binary+Latent 0.761 0.578 0.687 0.633

ral network approach 5% of the training set was used

for early-stopping. For the latent-embeddings, PCA was

only performed on the training set. For the final vali-

dation against the holdout set, we retrained the models

on all data excluding the 20% holdout set, using the

optimal parameter settings. We report the C-Statistic

(Area under Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUC))

and the Logarithmic Loss or LogLoss (Equation 6) on

the holdout set, with

LogLoss = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

yi log(θi) + (1− yi) log(1− θi). (6)

Here, θi is the prediction of the model. The C-statistics

describes hereby how well the model is able to dis-

tinguish visits with and without a future readmission
(higher is better). The Logarithmic Loss on the other

hand additionally evaluates the returned probabilities

for a future readmission (lower is better), and therefore

the readmission risk prediction quality. Numerical fea-

tures (age, length of stay) were centered and normalized

to unit variance.

3.2 Results

The performance of the logistic regression (latent and

binary) or neural network models for predicting read-

mission within one year or 30 days after discharge on

the two different datasets are shown in Table 2 and 3.

For the two logistic regression approaches (binary

and latent) the AUC values achieved by both models

are comparable. They also agree with results reported

in the literature (see e.g. [17]). In accordance to their

observations, we also notice that the readmission risk

prediction for older patients (65 years or older) seems
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Table 3 AUC and Logarithmic Loss scores for predicting
readmission within 30 days after discharge.

Model
CD10000 CD65

AUC LogLoss AUC LogLoss
Binary 0.779 0.438 0.724 0.431
Latent 0.790 0.421 0.730 0.418
NN1 0.786 0.427 0.707 0.434
NN2 0.783 0.429 0.717 0.426

FFNN1 0.785 0.428 0.715 0.426
FFNN2 0.787 0.439 0.709 0.434

Binary+Latent 0.795 0.416 0.742 0.411

to be a harder task than predicting the risk for younger

patients (CD65 in Table 2 and 3). In our case, also the

readmission risk prediction within one year shows sig-

nificantly worse results than predicting the readmission

risk within the first 30 days after discharge. This can be

seen best by comparing the LogLoss score which is gen-

erally approx. 50% higher when predicting readmission

within one year. It can be inferred from Tables 2 and 3

that exploiting latent embeddings for the nominal clin-

ical data, like diagnosis or procedure codes, leads to an

improvement in both evaluation metrics for the logistic

regression approach. Especially the readmission predic-

tion within the first 30 days after discharge seems to

profit from the latent embeddings, the AUC score im-

proves from 0.779 (binary) to 0.790 (latent) and for

patients that are above 65 years from 0.724 (binary)

to 0.730 (latent). For predicting hospital readmission

within one year, the model seems to only profit from

latent embeddings when predicting the readmission for

elderly patients (Table 2, CD65), hereby decreasing the

LogLoss from 0.671 to 0.633 and increasing the AUC

score from 0.672 to 0.687.

With the neural network models NN1 and NN2 we

investigated if a more complex approach can drive the

prediction quality further. The results are shown below

the dashed line in Table 2 and Table 3. As can be seen,

none of the more complex neural networks increases the

prediction quality. An explanation for this result might

lie in the fact that, as typical for the clinical data set-

ting, only a limited amount of data instances are avail-

able compared to the high dimensionality of the feature

space. Predicting readmission within the first 30 days

(Table 3) on the CD65 dataset is clearly worse with NN

models than with the simpler logistic regression mod-

els. The amount of training instances in this dataset is

halved but the amount of features is almost the same

as in the complete dataset (CD10000), due to the in-

creased amount of chronic diseases and co-morbidities

in that age cohort.

On the other hand, when simply combining the pre-

dictions (arithmetic mean) of the binary and latent lo-

gistic regression model (Binary+Latent in Table 2 and

3) we are able to improve the prediction quality in all

experiments, thereby almost reaching the level for ade-

quate genuine clinical utility [17] when predicting read-

mission within 30 days after discharge (AUC:0.795).

3.3 Clinical Relevance of Results

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the dataset mostly con-

tains patients with chronic diseases, where at least half

are cancer patients. In accordance a certain bias to-

wards these clinical phenotypes of the trained models

cannot be avoided. In addition a population of 10000

patients is certainly not enough to fully evaluate the

potential of the proposed models with respect to the

complete clinical setting since the full complexity of

all clinical phenotypes can simply not be covered. This

especially applies for our dataset since patients with

cancer or other chronic diseases often have many co-

morbidities that lead to a high diversity and complexity

of the corresponding clinical phenotypes.

4 Related Work

Vector Space Models (VSM) have been known for a long

time in the Natural Language Processing domain where

vector representations of documents or words have been

shown to be very effective on various NLP tasks such

as part of speech tagging or named entity recognition

to name few [4,10] (We refer to [22] for a comprehen-

sive survey). [13] showed that complex deep learning

methods are not necessarily needed for good word vec-

tor representations, but that the principal components

of a Hellinger similarity matrix can suffice.

For predicting hospital readmission risks [5,2,20]

identify a small set of significant coefficients by stepwise

regression approaches to construct easy-to-use scoring

systems that rely on a parsimonious set of indicator

variables. In contrast, there are also other approaches

that do not exploit parsimony, but directly use clinical

and administrative patient data in combination with lo-

gistic regression [8,7,3] or support-vector-machines [23]

for prediction. Since clinical data is typically not openly

accessible due to data privacy issues, a direct compar-

ison to other works in this domain is rather difficult.

Generally, the performance (C-statistic) reported for

the different models ranges between 0.6 and 0.8.

5 Conclusion

In this work we showed that latent embeddings for nom-

inal data in patient records can improve the readmission
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risk predictions of patients after discharge. We further

showed that more complex models like neural networks

could not improve the prediction results in our exper-

iments, most likely because of the imbalance between

complexity and available training instances, which is

typical for the clinical data setting. Additionally, we

showed that the prediction quality can be further im-

proved when combining a simple model that exploits

latent embeddings with a conventional logistic regres-

sion approach. Nevertheless, additional data sources,

like textual data and imaging data, might help to fur-

ther improve prediction quality.
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